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DR YVONNE SUM CSP
intentional
leadership:
the power of learning
partnerships

SURRENDER TO SUCCEED.....

Dr Yvonne Sum provokes leaders to “lose their minds and
come to their senses” ....
Dr Yvonne Sum CSP ACC transforms leaders

successfully back into the work tribe. Inspired

of tomorrow ... today. Her presentations help

leaders that consciously lead a great life

people recognise simple things they may have

invariably leave a legacy of authenticity where

taken for granted. You cannot help but become

peace can reign even in the chaos of change,

more present as she weaves you through

where passion and spirit is fully re-engaged in

connected moments of bliss. In doing so, your

tribes in business, communities and families.

senses are heightened to better understand
yourself and those around you, resulting in

Yvonne’s breadth of international experience

more open communications, interesting and

and clientele span across Australia, the USA

counterintuitive learning partnerships, more

and Asia Pacific. She has presented

innovative possibilities, and simple joys.

alongside Edward de Bono, Howard Gardner,
Tony Buzan, David Perkins, Glenn Capelli

Through her own transformational experience

and Colin James.

as a dentist, RAAF officer, executive coach,
leadership facilitator & speaker, author,

Start Kidding Yourself - Learning Leadership

business partner, wife and mother of two,

from your Home Tribe is her first solo book

Yvonne has honed her gift of helping others

due out in 2012, and she has contributed to

clarify useful behavioural frameworks across

two other books: Emerging Trends in

various contexts so that we may choose to

Professional Selling Vol 1, & Inspired

easily deploy them in our daily lives. She

Children.

consistently provokes senior business leaders
to ‘lose their minds and come to their senses’

She lives on Sydney Harbour with her

by integrating their leadership lessons at home

husband , 2 children and a dog.

"I have known Dr Yvonne Sum
for about 12 years. She is simply
exceptional. A disciplined
intellect supported by superb
facilitation and presentation
ability makes her an incisive,
engaging and consistently
excellent in all that she does."
Colin James
Professional Training &
Coaching Consultant
Altmore International

TESTIMONIALS

Leadership Facilitation
| Enthusiastic | Interactive |
Entertaining | Informative | Creative |
Colorful |Relevant | Comprehensive |
Passionate | Approachable | Enjoyable
| Genuine
Dr. Sum’s disciplined intellect and
skilled flexibility delivers impressive
presentations focusing on effective
leadership to excite exceptional
performance in organizations and
communities.

Transformational Coaching
Extraordinary | Insightful | Practical |
Authentic | Professional | Motivational
| Compassionate | Methodical | Fun |
Challenging | Connecting | Useful |
Intriguing
That is how clients describe the highly
effective and impactful leadership
coaching conversations with Dr.
Yvonne Sum.

“....strongly
recommended for those
who desire to see
positive changes at the
workplace and in their
personal lives.”
Danny Chan, Editor
"Dental Asia" magazine

Keynote Speaking
Inspiring | Energetic | Engaging |
Exceptional | Memorable | Captivating
| Amazing | Knowledgeable |
Refreshing | Incisive | Unconventional |
“Wow”
Dr. Yvonne Sum has consistently
wowed diverse audiences in Australia,
Asia Pacific and the USA since 1989
with her refreshing shif t from
traditional insights.

Transforming
the world one
willing leader at
a time

"Whether Yvonne is
working a room or
coaching one-on-one, her
greatest strength is her
ability to build and
maintain rapport with
just about anybody. She
is engaging, dynamic and
entertaining. Seemingly
highly technical content
can magically come alive
and even seem fun."
Philippa Bond
CEO & Creative Director
INFORM Training &
Research Australia

"I would just like to say thankyou for the best course
(Managing Personal GrowthCareer Decision Making) I
have ever done. I feel so
enlightened and motivated to
find that path that will give
me the greatest satisfaction in
my life. You (Yvonne) were a
truly inspirational facilitator
and I am completely envious
about the role that you have.
It is so obvious when someone
loves and has a passion for
what they do. It is extremely
contagious."
Jamie Gooding,
Production Manager,
Mulgrave, Nestle Australia

